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ChIP sequencing datasets:
The following big.wig files were obtained through ENCODE:
H3K4me3
GM12878 ENCFF003DXG ENCFF583MDQ ENCFF776DPQ
A549 ENCFF152LRB HelaS3 ENCFF489CIY ENCFF913SUG MCF7 ENCFF530LJW ENCFF797IUA K562 ENCFF525ZRM ENCFF712XRE ENCFF847JMY HepG2 ENCFF736LHE ENCFF746CXV ENCFF777EVS SKNSH ENCFF208OZM ENCFF555ZEF
H3K27Ac
GM12878 ENCFF340JIF
Hela S3 ENCFF194XTD
MCF-7 ENCFF515VXR ENCFF986ZEW K562 ENCFF779QTH
HepG2 ENCFF764VYK
SK-N-SH ENCFF151FXB ENCFF143WKK
H3K9me3
HelaS2 ENCFF891XLY MCF7 ENCFF191LDZ ENCFF754TEC
K562 ENCFF812HRW
HepG2 ENCFF485BCI
SK-N-SH ENCFF919ISB ENCFF932EUO
H3K27me3 . Flowchart of ERVmap. ERVmap was developed by first compiling a list of proviral ERVs into a database of 3220 ERVs. Then a computational pipeline was developed to filter mapped reads using stringent criteria in order to increase accuracy in reads mapped to repetitive sequences. Reads that were mapped to ERVs in our database were extracted and normalized to size factors obtained from cellular gene analysis. print "In ", cwd(), ":\n"; print "$c\n"; system($c) unless ERVs in ERVmap were calculated based on their DNA sequences. Heatmap was generated using the edit distance normalized to the length of each ERV locus. 0 (blue) corresponds to identical sequence pairs and 1 (red) corresponds to no matching sequence between sequence pairs.
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Table S1. Summary of LTR elements in Repeatmasker database
Repeatmasker database, hg38
# LTR elements
Family 10
Subfamily 595
Total # of copies 742621 
